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Introduction: Elbow ulnar collateral ligament (UCL) injuries in gymnastics have not been well documented in the literature, in comparison to UCL injuries in baseball. Few studies have examined the mechanism and nonoperative management of this injury, and no studies to date have been published on incidence of injury and return to play recommendations in gymnastics.

Patient case review: A literature search was performed using PubMed to review articles from 1980 to 2016 that addressed the biomechanics of UCL injury in baseball and gymnastics, the anatomy of the elbow, injury rates, surgical vs non-surgical management, rehabilitation, and return to play recommendations for the sport of gymnastics. Five female collegiate gymnasts sustained UCL injury over a 3-year period. Electronic medical records for each case were thoroughly reviewed including imaging, surgical and non-surgical management, rehabilitation, and the progressive return to gymnastics.

Discussion: Four UCL injuries were confirmed by MRI to be avulsions at the distal insertion of the UCL and one was an avulsion at the proximal origin. While less than half of baseball players can return to competition with conservative management of these types of injuries, four out of five gymnasts were able to return to competition with nonoperative management. One gymnast opted to have reconstruction after a successful competition season. Time to return to play varied seemingly dependent on the severity of UCL injury and event.

Conclusion: In our case series, collegiate female gymnasts were able to return to participation with nonoperative treatment of the UCL. Their success in returning to competitive gymnastics may also depend on the event(s) in which they are trying to participate.

Strength of Recommendation Taxonomy: C.
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Introduction

Elbow ulnar collateral ligament (UCL) injuries in gymnastics have not been well documented in the literature, in comparison to UCL injuries in baseball, which have been well studied.1–6 No previous studies have examined the mechanism, management, or return to play recommendations for UCL injuries in gymnastics. We report 5 consecutive cases at one institution, approved by the University of Florida institutional review board (IRB) (IRB201300169) as a retrospective chart review with a waiver of patient consent.

A bail is a release move when transitioning from the high bar to the lower bar, landing on the palms of the hands in a handstand position. A round-off is a move that begins much like a cartwheel but the gymnast pivots when his/her feet are in...
the air to land with both feet simultaneously facing the opposite direction from the start of the move. A dismount is when the gymnast leaves an apparatus by jumping and landing on his/her feet, often combined with other moves (flipping, turning, etc.).

Case 1
A 19-year-old female with no previous history of elbow pain presented for evaluation after performing a bail (an example of a bail Video S1) on the uneven bars during practice and sustaining a valgus load to the right elbow. Physical exam revealed medial elbow tenderness and pain with milking maneuver. MRI arthrogram revealed a complete tear at the insertion of the anterior band of the UCL off the sublime tubercle (Figure 1). She was braced for 4 weeks with an extension block initially and was gradually weaned from the brace over the following 2 weeks. She continued a rehabilitation program for the remainder of the season. She returned to basic gymnastics skills at 4 weeks, and successfully competed at her pre-injury level on the vault and uneven bars that season. At the end of her competitive season, she underwent UCL reconstruction due to continued pain and subjective instability. The athlete began light tumbling at 5 months post-operatively and was cleared for full participation 6 months after reconstruction.

Case 2
A 20-year-old female with a 1-month history of elbow pain presented for evaluation after over-rotating a difficult dismount on the uneven bars during practice. The athlete did not hyperextend her right elbow, although she did have a valgus load at this joint. Physical exam revealed medial elbow tenderness and pain with milking. Valgus malalignment was more prominent on the affected side with the elbow in extension, but no laxity was present. MRI arthrogram revealed a partial tear of the UCL at the distal insertion on the sublime tubercle (Figure 2). Of note, there was also evidence of an old proximal UCL injury with dystrophic mineralization. Because there was no gross laxity, the athlete was taped for practice and competition rather than braced and underwent rehabilitation for the remainder of the season. She returned to basic gymnastics skills in 10 days and eventually returned to her pre-injury level, competing on the uneven bars and balance beam that season.

Case 3
A 19-year-old female with a history of elbow pain presented for evaluation after feeling a “pop” in her right elbow while...
performing a round-off onto the springboard on vault during practice (a properly performed round-off example is shown in Video S2). Her lead elbow was forced into extension with a valgus load when the injury occurred. Physical exam revealed medial elbow tenderness and pain with milking maneuver. Valgus malalignment was more prominent on the affected side in extension, but no laxity was present. MRI revealed a complete tear of the UCL at the sublime tubercle (Figure 3). She was braced for 4–6 weeks (with an extension block initially) and underwent a rehabilitation program for the remainder of the season. She returned to basic gymnastics skills at 4 weeks and competed at her pre-injury level on the vault and floor exercise that season.

Case 4
A 19-year-old female with no history of elbow pain presented for evaluation after hyperextending her left elbow while performing a bail on the uneven bars. Physical exam revealed medial elbow pain with extension and with milking maneuver. Valgus laxity was evident on examination. MRI revealed a high-grade partial tear of the UCL at the proximal origin (Figure 4). Of note, there was also evidence of a remote avulsion injury at the sublime tubercle. The distal fibers of the UCL were intact. She was braced for 6 weeks (including gradual progression out of the brace in the final 2 weeks) with full range of motion and underwent a rehabilitation program for the remainder of the season. She returned to basic gymnastics skills at 4 weeks and competed at her pre-injury level on the vault and floor exercise that season.

Case 5
An 18-year-old female with a 1-month history of elbow pain presented for evaluation after hyperextending her right elbow while performing a bail on the uneven bars. Physical exam revealed pain with extension and with milking maneuver. No laxity was evident on initial examination. MRI revealed complete tear of the UCL at the sublime tubercle (Figure 5). She was braced for 8 weeks (with an extension block initially) and underwent a rehabilitation program. She returned to basic gymnastics skills at 12 weeks but had continued pain and laxity and was unable to compete at her pre-injury level during practice. She was offered surgery but declined. Soon after she broke team rules and was dismissed from the team. Upon exit physical 5 months after injury, she was pain-free with full range of motion and there was no subjective instability with daily activities.

Discussion
The prevalence of UCL injuries in gymnasts is not known. There are three retrospective studies in the literature that

Figure 3 Right elbow MRI with contrast showing complete tear of the UCL distally with extravasation of contrast into adjacent soft tissues. (T1/fat suppressed 1.5T coronal image).

Note: Arrow points to the exact site of UCL injury.

Abbreviation: UCL, ulnar collateral ligament.

Figure 4 Left elbow MRI with contrast demonstrating high-grade proximal tear of the UCL (T1 fat-suppressed 1.5T coronal image).

Note: Arrow points to the exact site of UCL injury.

Abbreviation: UCL, ulnar collateral ligament.
discuss surgical outcomes in gymnasts with UCL injury but include sample sizes of 2–4 gymnasts and are not specific about return to play.7–9 One case report has been published on a gymnast with a boney avulsion of the UCL in the elbow after a dislocation.10 Much more, however, is known about UCL injuries of the elbow in the throwing athlete.

Review of anatomy, biomechanics, and comparison to throwers

Anatomy

As with most joints, stability of the elbow relies on passive and active stabilization. The joint capsule and bony structure provide varying amounts of stability depending on elbow position, but the primary passive stabilizers of the elbow are ligamentous. The anterior bundle of the UCL is the primary valgus restraint, particularly in flexion. At 20–70 degrees of flexion, the UCL supplies about 50% of the elbow joint stability.11–14 In full extension, the UCL contributes to only 33% to joint stability, with the remainder splits equally between the capsule and bone.13–15 The radial head provides some valgus stability, particularly in an elbow with attenuation of the UCL.14 Additionally, the radius takes the majority (~60%) of the axial load in extension and even more in the flexed and pronated position.15,16 The olecranon also provides passive valgus restraint, particularly in extension.17

The dynamic valgus stabilizers of the elbow are the flexor carpi ulnaris and the flexor digitorum superficialis, which has shared fibers with the underlying anterior bundle of the UCL. Their relative contribution to valgus bundle of the UCL. Their relative contribution to valgus stability of the elbow is debated but appears to be small.15,18

Baseball vs gymnastics

The biomechanics of pitching have been studied extensively,11,19–25 whereas in gymnastics, only one author26 has attempted to document ground reaction forces during a back handspring. Fleisig et al showed 64 nM mean elbow valgus stress per baseball pitch in highly skilled adult pitchers,22 while Feltner and Dapena showed 100 nM mean valgus stress in collegiate baseball players.20 Koh et al measured gymnasts producing an average mean valgus stress of 18 nM during the back handspring, but also commented that valgus forces might be equivalent to throwers when normalized for body mass.26 The back handspring in gymnastics is a basic skill that is used in three of the four events (vault, balance beam, and floor exercise) as a transition move, and thus performed multiple times during practice and competition. However, there are numerous skills in gymnastics that may contribute to UCL load that have not been studied, compared with baseball where the throwing mechanism is the primary action that contributes to UCL load. Another obvious difference is sex, given that an overwhelming majority of subjects in studies of baseball throwers are males. Increased carrying angles (ulno-humeral angles) have been shown to be a risk factor in non-traumatic ulnar neuropathy,27 and while there are measurable increases in carrying angle in females compared to males, Goldfarb et al felt these to be of minimal clinical impact.28 It has also been shown that carrying angle increases during childhood years and seems to plateau at ages 14–15 years, but the clinical significance of this is also unknown especially as it relates to UCL injuries.29,30

A large volume of literature describes the involvement and injury pattern of the UCL in throwing athletes.1,11,20,22,26,31–33 Briefly, the late cocking/early acceleration phase of throwing puts a significant, repetitive valgus load on the elbow.11,15,34 Injured throwers are found to have chronically attenuated UCLs with majority (up to 87%) of torn in the midsubstance.35 By contrast, the most common area for UCL injury in gymnastics is not known. One recent article reported the appearance of a degenerative UCL with intrasubstance tears near the humerus in a cohort of three gymnasts.8 However, the mean age of the gymnasts in that study was 15.3 years compared to 19.0 in our series. Four out of the five gymnasts in our study had an acute tear at the UCL distal insertion, while only one had an acute tear at the proximal origin. Interestingly, there were two gymnasts with evidence of an

Figure 5 Right elbow MRI with contrast showing complete tear of the UCL distally. (T1 fat saturated 1.5T coronal image).

Note: Arrow points to the exact site of UCL injury.

Abbreviation: UCL, ulnar collateral ligament.
old injury – one occurring at the distal insertion and one occurring at the proximal origin. In our case series, no patient had a midsubstance ligament tear.

Some throwers also have evidence of flexor-pronator injury at the time of surgery.\(^6,3^3\) This repetitive valgus overload can also be responsible for a traction ulnar neuritis, posteromedial impingement, and radiocapitellar damage, all likely being secondary to attenuation of the UCL.\(^3^3\) There was no evidence of such injuries in the five gymnasts studied.

We lack biomechanical data depicting elbow UCL strain forces in gymnastics, but the mechanism of ulnar collateral injury in this group of athletes is drastically different than that in throwing sports. Gymnasts have repetitive upper extremity axial loading, performed with the elbow in near-full extension. Throwers do not experience axial loading but rather sustain repetitive valgus strain, typically in 70–100 degrees of flexion.

The amount of elbow valgus stress force generated by gymnasts doing axial loading skills also appears to differ from throwers. The valgus force across the UCL during a back handspring is the only gymnastics skill that has been studied, and so the overall stress on the UCL of a gymnast during daily practice and competition is unknown. The back handspring is considered a basic transition skill in gymnastics and is performed hundreds of times a day. With most elite gymnasts having started gymnastics by the age of 5–6 years, and competing upward of 15 years, the UCL undergoes repetitive stress daily during critical periods of growth and development. Mandated pitch counts help to minimize chronic injury to the medial elbow in baseball, but there are no such limitations in gymnastics. It is thus unclear why more UCL injuries in gymnasts have not been reported. Perhaps there might be less UCL injury in gymnastic participation because of the increased bony stability in extension (passive stabilization). Additionally, with the skills that gymnasts do on their hands, there may be more radiocapitellar loading in pronation, which has been shown to increase articular contact and therefore provide better bony stability of the joint.\(^1^6\)

Anecdotally, a significant percentage of throwers have some elbow pain prior to final UCL injury. Three of our gymnasts reported elbow pain prior to injury; two had chronic changes to the UCL. It is difficult to conclude whether previous elbow pain and injury in our cases had any influence on the final UCL injury. No previous studies on gymnasts are available to shed light on this point, but it might suggest the need for a higher level of suspicion in working up the gymnast with medial elbow pain.

Management of UCL Injury
Nonoperative management of UCL injury has not had favorable outcomes in overhead throwing athletes. A 2001 study, for example, showed only 42% of throwers returning to previous activity level at 25 weeks.\(^3^6\) However, in 2010, Dodson et al showed that nine of 10 UCL-injured National Football League quarterbacks returned to play after nonoperative treatment with a mean return to play at 26 days, highlighting the differences of UCL injury and recovery in non-baseball throwers.\(^3^7\)

Since 1981, most studies looking at operative treatment of the UCL have involved male subjects.\(^1^,3^6,3^8\) One retrospective case series involving 19 female athletes (4 gymnasts) reported favorable outcomes after surgical intervention repair vs reconstruction, but was not specific about the details of return to play for the gymnasts included in the study.\(^9\) Savoie et al retrospectively evaluated 60 athletes (2 gymnasts) undergoing UCL repair and concluded that primary repair of proximal or distal UCL tears was an acceptable option for non-professional athletes.\(^7\) A retrospective chart review on 55 adolescent athletes (3 gymnasts) with a mean age of 17.6 years with UCL insufficiency reported that one gymnast was able to return to her previous high-school level of gymnastics, while the other two gymnasts were not able to return to the sport after UCL reconstruction.\(^8\)

In our series, four of five gymnasts returned to Division I competition for the remainder of their season with nonoperative management. (Table 1) They all underwent a structured rehabilitation protocol that focused on range of motion, followed by strength progression of the scapular stabilizers, rotator cuff, and the forearm flexor/extensor masses once pain free. Sport-specific strengthening exercises such as push-ups in a handstand were also included later in the rehabilitation process to add the axial loading component of the sport.

However, the athletes in this series also had varying degrees of UCL injury. Cases 1 and 3 had full thickness tears and ultimately appeared not to have enduring pre-injury stability, despite returning for one season. Case 5 also likely would have ultimately needed reconstruction to return to play, but other circumstances prevented return to competition. The one athlete unable to return to competition at all had the highest grade injury by MRI. Not surprisingly, Cases 2 and 4 with lower grade injuries returned to basic skills and full competition more quickly than those with higher grade injury. Lastly, gymnasts at this level can be event specialists, and so there may be differences in the success of returning to this sport depending to which event(s) the athlete is attempting a return (much like a position player versus a pitcher in baseball). Perhaps skills on the uneven bars create larger loads on the UCL than the
skills performed on the other three events, making it more challenging to return to the uneven bars after injury. Further biomechanical study is also warranted. It is unclear whether the carrying angle has any impact on the risk for UCL injury.

**Conclusion**

The forces across the elbow UCL in gymnastics and baseball may be similar; however, the mechanism of injury is not. This may explain the difference in injury patterns between baseball and gymnastics. Furthermore, the axial loading component in gymnastics seems to add to the stability of the joint, which may play an important role in a gymnast’s ability to return to pre-injury levels without operative intervention, especially with partial UCL injury. It also appears that some gymnasts may be able to return to competition with full thickness injury; however, there may not be enduring return to pre-injury level and these gymnasts likely warrant stronger consideration for reconstruction at some point.

Management and return to play decisions for UCL injuries of the elbow in gymnastics are complex and involve a thorough evaluation and grading of the injury. It is also important to understand what event(s) the athlete is expecting to return to as some events may cause more stress to the UCL than others. An initial trial of nonoperative management with a structured rehabilitation program seems to be a reasonable approach in the sport of gymnastics.
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